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Partners of the project: 

1. Sikanie - ITALY, the promoter, 

2. United Societies of Balkans - GREECE 

3. Adefis  Juventud International - SPAIN  

4. International Center for Development of Education and Training - BULGARIA   

5. Mladi za Marof- CROATIA 

6. Association Center for Rural Development - SEE s. Brchevo - MACEDONIA  

7. Youth Art Research and Training Association - TURKEY  

8. Irig Moj Grad – SERBIA  

9. European Youth Association – ALBANIA 

10. Udruzenje "Mladi Volonteri"- BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA  

 

Objectives: 

General objective of the project is to make participants  aware of the problem of refugees and to 

find out if after having seen and personally interacted with the refugees without the filter of the 

media they think that the decision to close  borders and keep the refugees in the camps can be 

accepted in the European Union  who put at the base of its constitutive principles and foundational 

solidarity and respect for human rights or if their integration into European society can be in the 

future, exceeded the emergency of these days, an opportunity for development, cultural and 

economic growth. 

 

Specific objectives are: 

- Focus attention on refugees' problems to increase participants' knowledge of European-wide 

context in claiming refugee rights; 

- Understand how young people perceive the refugees and the positive and negative aspects of their 

perception; 

- Make sure that young people look refugees from a more objective point of view by making them 

aware of facts about refugees; 

- Find out what young people can do to help society to accept refugees; 

- Find out to be more sensitive about this issue and to draw on them the attention of more people; 

- Promote the project both in Greece and in all the other Countries of the partnership; 

- Exchange ideas and work together to build a more inclusive society. 

- Improve the involvement of local communities and intercultural understanding; 

- Promote the rights of refugees in the light of the results of the project. 

 

Profile of participants: 

Young people aged 18/30 years : 4 participants (preferably 2 men and e women for gender balance)  

of which n.3 aged  18 /25 years and n.1 aged  26/30 years. 

The basic criteria are, in order of priority, a strong personal motivation - previous participation, at 

any level, about refugees – with a less privileged background for social or economic or  

geographical or family problems. 

Leaders must be active youth leaders or youth workers within their respective organizations, 

motivated to develop participants’ skills on the theme of the project, willing to share with other 

participants their experience, having  awareness of the importance of their role in the educational 

process of the project , aware of the importance of protection and safety of participants during the 

youth exchange. 
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Safety: 

EUROPEAN HEALT INSURANCE CARD for each participant and leader is necessary , except 

Turkey. We strongly recommend you to arrange a travel and health insurance which covers the 

period you will be in Italy. We do not reimburse insurance costs. 

Accommodation: 

The venue for the accommodation and for the most part of activities of youth exchange is the four 

star Hotel Philippion (http://www.philippion.gr/). 

The hotel is accessible either by car or by the FREE bus serving the hotel during the day. The buses 

are going from the hotel to the White Tower and back every one hour. 

 

It’s extremely important that you keep all the boarding passess or other  travel documents and 

receipt.The ones from your town to Thessaloniki will be asked during the youth exchange, the ones 

of return travel should sent by post to: 

ASSOCIAZIONE SIKANIE  

Via Archimede,1 

98069 SINAGRA, ITALY  

and by email ( scanned copy) to associazione.sikanie@gmail.com 

Reimbursement will be given only after participants send their original boarding passes, receipts, 

invoices and tickets to the organisers. 

Invoices should be in Euro and the name of participants should be written on the invoices. If 

participants do not submit the respective original documents to us their payment will not be 

reimbursable. 

All the requested documents serve as supporting documentation for the project final reporting. 

You're free to arrive earlier or leave later but additional costs of accommodation, food, etc. have to 

be paid by yourself.  In this case you can buy the arrival airplane tickets maximum 2 days before the 

starting date of activities and your departure  airplane tickets maximum 2 days after the date of the 

end of activities 

Turkish participants who need VISA for the trip and the stay in Greece are kindly invited to request 

invitation letters and other documents necessary for the respective Embassy on time. 

 

Activities: 

The activitiesprogramme will be given to the selectedparticipants in due time. 

Dissemination: 

It’s important that all partners collaborate in disseminating the project before, during and after the 

exchange. 

 In the website of each partner entity in the project with a brief description of the project, 

reference to entities an support, as well as photographs of the main moments; 

 In the social networks (facebook, instagram, twitter,ecc.) of each partner entity; 

 Other communication networks and channel of partner entity; 

 Local and regional media ; 

 Making a video to promote on social networks and youtube. 

 Organizing workshop for the members of the associations that have not participated in the 

youth exchange to discuss the project, content, its achievements and the problems that have 

emerged as well as the skills acquired by those who have participated; 

 Offering to other local associations that have the same mission, and that might be interesting 

to do so, to organize similar projects with its members making available to them all 

materials produced; 

 Presenting the project to the local community: local authorities, forums and youth councils, 

schools, youth associations and voluntary work, family, speakers, press, media, etc. 
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Evaluation: 

There will be a personal evaluation( with the use of questionnaires with a mix of open and closed 

questions, daily journal with blank pages and some very open guiding questions , feed-back) and 

group's evaluation ( "focus groups" in small groups and "warm up" and visual feedback in plenary). 

The leaders will carry out daily meetings with participants in order to adapt the program to the 

processes and the needs that will arise during the activities. 

For the final evaluation of the youth exchange it will be used a specific individual questionnaire and 

activities in plenary while the leaders will make a specific internal meeting for a final assessment. 

4/5 weeks after the conclusion of the youth exchange each national group will carry out an 

evaluation meeting with all participants in the project to establish what would be the impact of the 

project. Also during this evaluation will be used questionnaires with a mix of closed and open 

questions and interviews with the responsible of the project for each partner. 

Within six months after the end of the project will be carried out an overall assessment of all the 

participants, including the leaders, through the use of a properly structured questionnaire. 

Certificate: 

Youthpass certificate will be issued to participants. 

 

 

  

 


